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QUADRATURE FORMULAE
AND FUNCTIONS OF EXPONENTIAL TYPE

QAZI I. RAHMAN AND GERHARD SCHMEISSER

Abstract. In this paper we obtain certain generalizations of the trapezoidal

rule and the Euler-Maclaurin formula that involve derivatives. In the case of

quadrature of functions of exponential type over infinite intervals we find con-

ditions under which existence of the (improper) integral and convergence of the

approximating series become equivalent. In the process, we also establish a best

possible version of a theorem of R. P. Boas and A. C. Schaeffer.

1. Introduction and some notations

The following result was recently proved by Olivier and Rahman [11]; also

see [8].

Theorem A. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Further, let c0 0 = 1, whereas for

m > 1 and 0 < p < m, let cm 2   be given by

m    / / \ 2\ m

e^n(.+(é))=g Cm,2aX" ■
=0

// / is an entire function of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1), then

(1-2) /   /(*)«■* = XX.2, E /  («)'

provided the integral on the left (taken in the sense of Cauchy) and the m + 1

series on the right are convergent.

It may be recalled that
r+oo

/      f(x)dx
Ja

is said to exist in the sense of Cauchy if

lim    í   /(í)rfí
X^+ocJa

exists; further, f*™ f(x) dx exists in the sense of Cauchy if /0+o° f(x) dx and

Jo+0° f(~x) dx both exist in the sense of Cauchy.
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Since we are dealing with entire functions of exponential type, it is natural

to wonder if the requirement about the convergence of the series was not really

redundant. That it may indeed be superfluous is suggested by the following

result of Boas and Schaeffer (applied to f~ /(£) dQ ■

Theorem B [2]. Let f be an entire function of exponential type n . Then f(x)

approaches a limit as x —> +00 if and only if

00

(1.3) Y^fik + x)
k=\

converges uniformly for 0 < x < 1.

Although Theorem B does not solve our problem, even in the case m — 0, it

does offer some hope because it was not claimed to be the best possible result of

its kind. This has served as a motivation for us to obtain the sharp version of

Theorem B (see Corollary 2) and look for generalizations (hopefully) adequate

to handle the question concerning the convergence of the m + 1 series in (1.2)

for arbitrary m.

Here are some other questions which may be asked with reference to

Theorem A:

Ql. Is there an analogue of Theorem A for integrals over (0, +00)? The

function may be assumed to be of (appropriate) exponential type in the right

half-plane.

Q2. Are there any analogues of Theorem A for integrals over finite intervals?

If so, how are they related to some of the well-known quadrature formulae like

the Euler-Maclaurin formula?

We follow an alternative approach to Theorem A which turns out to be ap-

propriate for the problem of Theorem B as well. It is based on the time-honored

calculus of residues [9]—a technique which has already been used to obtain rep-

resentations for the remainders of quadrature formulae and to consider various

questions which arise in their study [10, 15, 4, 13, 14]. This approach also

allows us to treat the two questions just mentioned.

Before stating our results, it seems desirable to mention some of the notations

we use. We write

m

(1-4) ^):=Ecm.2/2/V)>

where the numbers cm 2i are defined by (1.1). In order to denote the error (in

a quadrature formula) we use

;i.5) Em[M-\,N-\;f]:= f f(x)dx - £ fjn),
JM-l/2 „_,,

(1.6)     Em[M,N;f]:= f   f{x)dx-Um{M) -   ¿   fjn) - \fJN),
n=M+\
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where M and N are integers. We have chosen to set

(1.7)

and

;i.7) <p(z):= 1/(1-e2niz)

(1.8) PJx) =
(2m +1)! fx¡•x 2w+l

/   um(l-u)mdu=   y^  ax'1
Jo ..±1,  "W)2

By /32A we denote the 2kth Bernoulli number and by B2k(-) the Bernoulli

function obtained by restricting the Bernoulli polynomial of degree 2k to the

interval [0,1] and continuing it with period 1 on the whole real line. Further,

we set

<'•') ^^ = ¿77^(1-^!"'K,;„

and

B
2j-2u    c(M°) A2,2j:"E (27^2

fi=0

where j* = min{m, j}.

2. Statement of results

2.1.  Two basic formulae. Our investigations are based on two formulae con-

tained in Theorems 1 and C.

Theorem 1. Let T > 0 be a real number and let M, N be integers such that

M < N. If f is holomorphic in the rectangle

5?x : = {z G C : M - { < Re z < N - ± ,  \lm z\<T},

then in the notations (1.7) and (1.8) we have

/./V-l/2 n-\

/ f(x)dx-J£fJn)
JM-M2 n=M

= '/0' p>- (iTT^) {f{N~ *+ V-W- i - ">}*

(2.1) - / /rpm (_!_) {/(A/ - I + ,7) - f(M - i - iî)}<//
./o \ 1 + e~   /

PJ<p(u-iT))f(u-iT)du
'M-l/2

PJ(p(-u-iT))f(u + iT)du.
'Ai— 1/2

Theorem 1 contains an open quadrature formula. The corresponding closed

formula exists for m = 0 only. It is the trapezoidal rule for functions holo-

morphic in a rectangle. We state it as Theorem C and refer the reader to [6,

§13.14] and [10] for proof and comments.

/'J M

fJ M
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Theorem C. Let T > 0 be a real number and let M, N be integers such that

M < N. If f is holomorphic in the rectangle

5?2:={zgC: M <Rez <N,  \lmz\<T},

then
N-l

(2.2)

/   f(x)dx-\f(M)-   £   f(n)-X-f(N)
Jm l n=M+l 2

= l[ P° (l^7){f{N + it] ~ f{N ~it)} dt

-if  P^i-^MfiM+i^-fiM-it^dt

¡-N
- /   {P0(<p(u - iT))f(u - iT) + P0(<p(-u - iT))f(u + iT)} du.

Jm

2.2. Quadrature over finite intervals. The formulae (2.1) and (2.2) in their

present form are not convenient for numerical quadrature since their remain-

ders EJM - j , N - j ; f] and EJM, N; f] may not be small. We therefore
need to modify the approximants so that they may allow the integral to be cal-

culated with any desired degree of precision. With this objective in mind, we

will study the two formulae further in the preeminently important case T —> 0.

The case T —> oo is also of interest to us and will be discussed in subsection 2.4.

Theorem 2. Let N and k  be integers such that N > 1   and k > m.   If
f : [a, b] —► C is 2k times continuously dijferentiable, then in the notations

o/"(l.l) and (1.9) we have

i\(x)dx-±h2^cm^ff^(a+2-^lh)

(2.3) h k "=° "=° V J

-E"2JAl,2j{/2J-l\b)-/2J-%)} = Rl,k>m<N[f],

7=1

where h — (b - a)/N and (expressed in terms of the Bernoulli functions)

S (x-a     I
if-,

iL   f°    niri       ¿U ~2k-2/t \      U 2 1

"l.,..,[/i'>a/,/ wg;»^   (»-w   dx-

Theorem 3. Let  N  and k  be integers such that N >  1   and k > m.   If
f : [a, b] —> C is 2k times continuously dijferentiable, then in the notations

0/(1.1) and (1.10) we have

f(x)dx-Y,h2^cm2 A\f^\a) + \j^\b) + S£j^\a + nhA
(2.4) ";° l "-' J

+ Eh2JA2,2J{jA2J~l\b)-/2J-l\a)} = R2>k^N[n,

7=1

Ja
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where h — (b - a)/N and (expressed in terms of the Bernoulli functions)

' x - a

R2,k

B2k-2M
in     u2k f   /<»)/   if "V    h    J a

Remark 1. Formula (2.4) may be thought of as a generalization of the Euler-

Maclaurin formula since it reduces to the latter if m = 0.

The remainders i? k m N[f] (j = 1, 2) in Theorems 2 and 3 can be con-

trolled by the choice of k , m and N. For R2 k m N[f] we present an alter-

native representation which shows the influence of k, m and N explicitly.

Corollary 1. Let the function f in Theorem 3 be 2k + 2 times continuously

dijferentiable. Defining

m   B        (x)

(2.5) m-_.,,,:_ eS*^

we have

o(2k-2p)\ m>2»

2k+2

-j^)        Mk+Xm(0)fl2k+2)(C),

where <\ G [a, b]. Moreover,

\R2,k,m,N\-f]\

ni.2(b-a)/b-a\2k+22k + 2-m 1 \fik+D, ,,
(2.7) < —:-r-^ —-—-■- max  /        (x) .

"    (m!)2    \2nN J       2k + 1 -2m<m+ \)2k+2~2m a<x<bu v  n

2.3. Problems of convergence. Later on we shall study Theorems 2 and 3 for b

and N tending to oo while h = (b - a)/N remains fixed. Thus we shall arrive

at an integral over an infinite interval and an infinite series of samples fjn).

Of course, we have to be sure that the integral exists and the series converges.

This is what we investigate next. With the help of the first basic formula we are

able to show that for functions of (appropriate) exponential type the existence

of the integral and the convergence of the series imply each other under a (weak)

side condition. As the first result in this direction we prove

Theorem 4. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1)

in the right half-plane. If

(2.8) lim   /" f(t)dt

exists, then in the notation of (1.4)

oo

(2.9) E-U" + A)
n=\

converges uniformly for A € [0, 1].

Remark 2. We wish to point out that the uniform convergence of (2.9) does not

imply the existence of the limit (2.8) if m > 0. In fact, f(z):= cos(2nmz)
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satisfies the differential equation

m

Ew'2^0

as is seen from (1.1).   Hence fjz) = 0 so that (2.9) converges uniformly,

whereas (2.8) does not exist. This is unlike Theorem B.

As a result in the opposite direction we have

Theorem 5. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + I)

in the right half-plane such that f(x) —► 0 as x -> +oo. //

(2-10) £»)
n=\

converges, then the limit (2.8) exists.

We now state a few consequences of Theorems 4 and 5, starting with a best

possible improvement of Theorem B.

Corollary 2. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n in the

right half-plane. Then f(x) approaches a limit as x —> +oo if and only if (1.3)

converges uniformly for 0 < x < 1.

Remark 3. The function

f(z) = f
Jo

cos(27rC)

is an entire function of exponential type 2n and limx_>+00f(x) exists. How-

ever,
oo oo .

E/w-Efit
fc.l A=l  *        4

does not converge. Hence the restriction on the exponential type in Corollary 2

cannot be relaxed.

For arbitrary m G NQ we have to be content with the following simple con-

sequence of Theorems 4 and 5.

Corollary 3. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m+l)

in the right half-plane.   Then (2.8) exists if and only if (2.10) converges and

f(x) —> 0 as x —> +oo.

We next come to the main result of the paper, but first let us recall that

f(x)dx

exists as a Cauchy principal value, if

>

{f(x) + f(-x)}dx

rj —

i./o
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exists in the sense of Cauchy and

+00

£*»

n~—00

exists as a Cauchy principal value if

00

EK + fl-J
n=l

converges.

Corollary 4. Let f be an entire function of exponential type less than 2n(m+l).

Then

/+00

f(x)dx
-00

ex/5/5 as a Cauchy principal value if and only if f(x) + f(-x) —► 0 as x ^ +00

and

+00

(2.12) E /»
n =—00

exùis ai a Cauchy principal value. Moreover,

/+00 +00

/(*)</* =  £ /w(«)
- 00 „ _    „

/! = —OO

;>z i/ze sewe1 of Cauchy principal values if (2.11) exists.

Remark 4. The quadrature formula (2.13) for entire functions of exponential

type less than 27t(wj+l) and belonging to L (R) could be deduced from a result

of Kress [8]. Olivier and Rahman (Theorem A) proved it under the assumption

that (2.11) exists in the sense of Cauchy and (2.12) converges. The condition

imposed here is still weaker.

2.4. Quadrature of functions of exponential type in a vertical strip. As a first step

towards obtaining quadrature formulae for functions of exponential type in a

half-plane we find alternative representations for the remainders in Theorems 2

and 3 under the assumption that the function is holomorphic and of exponential

type in a (vertical) strip.

Let

(2.14) S[a,b]:={zeC: a<Rez<b}.

A function / holomorphic in the strip S[a, b] is said to be of exponential type

less than x > 0 if there exists an e > 0 such that

(2.15) \f(z)\ < ce{T-c)lzl,        zGS[a,b],

with a constant c > 0.
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Theorem 6. Let N and k be integers such that N > 1 and k > m. If
f is holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2(m + l)Nn/(b - a) in

S[a - ö, b + a] for some ô > 0, then in the notations of Theorem 2

-f2k)(a + it) + f(2k)(a-it)}dt,

(2.16)

where
oo —2niv

(2-17) ExkJt):=i(-l)k   £ (-lf-?-—QJi2nv).
„=,„+1 (2tti/)

Theorem 7. Under the conditions of Theorem   6   and in the notations of

Theorem 3 we have

(2.18)

where

R2,k,m,N[f] = h2k jT*'L2km[^{fk\b + it)-fk\b-it)

f(2k)(a + it) + f(2k)(a-it)}dt,

-2nlv
e

(2-19) L2kJt):=i(-l)k  £   —-^QJilnv).
v=m+\ (2nv)

2.5. Quadrature of functions of exponential type in a half-plane. Setting a = 0,

b = Nh and letting N —► oo, Corollary 3 allows us to deduce from Theorems

6 and 7, respectively, the following two corollaries.

Corollary 5. Let k > m be an integer and h > 0 be a real number. Further, let

f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + l)/h in the half-

plane {z gC: Rez > -ö"}, where 5 is some positive number. If the integral

of f over [0,+00) exists in the sense of Cauchy and the numbers Ax r areas

in (1.9),  then

/   f(x)dx=Y,Y,^cm,2/^(^h)
J° „=0^=0 V       ¿ '

(2.20) I

-E^.,2/2j",>(0) + ^1,,.m,j/],
j=l

where px k m h[f] is given in terms of the function L, k m of (2.11) by

(2.21) P^.^jn^-h2" ¡o+M Lx^k^m^yf{2k\it)-f{2k](-it)}dt.

Corollary 6. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5, we have

Í
n=l u=0

+ E^+'c/0,(°) + ̂ ,,,m,j/i,
7=0
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where in the notation 0/ (1.10)

' \cm,i    for j = 0,2, ... ,2m,

A2,j+\   for j = 1,3, ... ,2k- I,(2.23) Cj-.= \
, 0 in all other cases,

and p2 k m h[f] is given in terms of the function L2 k m of (2.19) by

(2-24)      P2,k,m,h[f]--h2k Jo+X L2 k m^{f{2k](it)-f{2k\-it)}dt.

For h = 1 and k = m = 0 the formula of Corollary 6 reduces to the

"summation formula of Plana" [7, p. 274]. For another quadrature formula

over [0, +00), see [13].

Example. Let / be an entire function of exponential type x, real on the real

line and bounded there by a constant Jf , say. Then by Bernstein's inequality

|/(2A + "(x)l < ^t2A + 1 for x G R and by a result of Duffin and Schaeffer [1,
Theorem 6.2.6*],

\f{2k+l)(x + iy)\ < .£x2k+x coshxy   for x + iyGC.

Now by integration we get

(2.25) \fl2k)(it)-fak)(-it)\ < 2Jtx2k\sinhxt\ < 2jfx2k+{\t\coshxt.

Using this bound for estimating (2.24), we obtain after integration by parts

\p,,.,i/]i<2«-(rAr-1 ;^+^iefy'.
„=,„+1 (4* v  -xh)     (2nv)lK

where h has to be chosen less than 2n(m + l)/x. Since

m      2        .2 2m

(2.26) \QJi2nu)\ = v~m ]J V-^- < f-,,
/=i    )V        (ml)

the infinite series may be estimated by

1 1 ~       l+x2h2/4n2u2 1

(mir(2nr+\^+x(l-T2h2/4n¿uru

1 1 1 +x2h2/4n2(m+ I)2

~ (m\)2 (2n)2k+2 (1 - x2h2/4n2(m + I)2)2

Í 1
(m + l)2k -2/IÎ+2        /       ,   „2A-2m+2^/»+1 X J

/ xh      \~- 2k+ 2-m

(m\)2 (2n)2k+2 V       2n(m+l)J     2k + 1 - 2m {m + 1)2*-2,»+2 »

which shows various possibilities to control the remainder. The upper bound

f°r \P2 k m /it/]l obtained this way is also an upper bound for \px k m h[f]\.
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If / is given to be holomorphic in Hs : = {z G C :  Rez > -<5} for some

ô > 0 and satisfies

\f(x + iy)\<cerM,       x + iyeHs,

then, using (3.18) for the (2k + l)st derivative and taking y to be the circle of

radius ô centered at x + iy, we find

.A2k+\),      ,    .   ..    .       râ(2k+l)\   r|v|      r -    n
|/        (x + iy)\<ce   -—    x   e '• '    forx>0.

<5

Consequently,

0

^.      rô(2k+l)\    ..        ,      f
< 4ce   -—-,   ,    t ncoshi?,

S2k+l

which could be used in the same way as (2.25) to obtain an estimate for the

remainder.

Remark 5. While we have assumed / to be holomorphic in a strip or a half-

plane or in the whole plane, functions having a finite number of isolated singu-

larities may also be considered. The singularities will contribute to the residues,

and the quadrature formula will have to be accordingly modified. Functions

holomorphic in sectors containing the interval of integration can also be treated
using appropriate contours and properties of the Phragmen-Lindelöf indicator

function [1, Chapter 5].

2.6. Further results on the question of convergence. The following result is ob-

tained by applying Corollary 4 to the function f(z) ■ f(z).

Corollary 7. Let f be an entire function of exponential type less than n(m+l).

Then f G L (R) if and only if f(x) —► 0 as x —* ±oo and

°°   m ( d2ß        _A

(2-27) £  Ecm,2A-h;f(z)-f(z))
n=-ooß=0 \"z } z=„

exists as a Cauchy principal value. Moreover, if f g L (R), then ||/||22(R) û

equal to the quantity (2.27).

In the case m = 0, Corollary 7 reduces to a result in [14, Theorem 2.1,

equation (2.7)].
Here is another consequence of Corollary 4.

Corollary 8. Let f be an entire function of exponential type less than 2n such

that f*™f(t)dt exists in the sense of Cauchy. Then

oo

(2.28) £ fM)(n) = 0
n=—oo

for all p> 1.
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By obvious modifications of the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorems 4 and 5,

we obtain

Theorem 8. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1)

in the right half-plane. If

(2.29) f f(t)dt
Jl/2

remains bounded as x—►+00, then (2.9) has uniformly bounded partial sums

for À G[0, 1],

Theorem 9. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1)

in the right half-plane. If (2.10) has bounded partial sums and f is bounded

on (0, +00), then (2.29) is also bounded on this interval.

Theorems 8 and 9 may be compared with Theorem 3 of [2].

As we will briefly indicate, the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorems 4 and 5

can be modified to obtain the following two results which are in the spirit of [2,

Theorem 4].

Theorem 10. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1)

in the right half-plane. If

(2.30) lim  - r f(t)dt
.v^+ooX J1/2

exists, then

n=\

exists uniformly for X G [0, 1] and is the same for each X. Further, the limits
in (2.30) and (2.31) are equal.

Theorem 11. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + l)

in the right half-plane. If

Ä^E->>)
0=1

exists and f(x) ~ o(x) as x —> +00, then (2.30) exists, and the two limits in

question are equal.

2.7. Applications to uniqueness. It seems interesting to us that the quadrature

formula in Corollary 4 can be used to obtain certain uniqueness theorems for

entire functions of exponential type. To place our results in perspective we

recall

Theorem D. // / is an entire function of exponential type less than n(k + 1)

and f(n) = f(n) = ■ ■ ■ = f{ \n) = 0 for all integers n, then f(z) = 0.

Theorem E. // / is an entire function of exponential type less than n(k + 1)

and f{2M)(n) = 0 for p = 0, I, ... , k and all integers n, then
k

f(z) = ^afisii\npz,
ß=o

where a0, a, , ... , ak G C.
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Theorem D is a trivial generalization of a classical result of Carlson [16,

§5.81] and Theorem E is due to Brück [3]. In order to state our results, which

are variants of the above two theorems, we need to introduce a

Notation. We use S or Sx , S2, ...  to denote sectors of the form

{z gC: (px < argz < (p2)

with 0 < (p2 - <px < n . In particular, S may be the interval [0, +00).

Theorem 12. Let k be an odd integer and let f be an entire function of expo-

nential type less than n(k + 1) which does not grow faster than a polynomial

on the real line. If fU)(n) = 0 for j = 0,..., k - 1 and /fc)(/i) G S for all
integers n, then f(z) = 0.

As is shown by the example f(z) = sin nz, Theorem 12 does not hold for

even k .

Theorem 13. Let f be an entire function of exponential type less than n(k+l),

where k e N, such that f(x) - f(-x) tends to zero as x —> +00. Set

k        for odd k,

k + 1   for even k.

If

■-{

jA2"\n) = 0      (i/ = 0,...,C/-l)/2)

and

(2.32) /,2'"(»)e5/(       (p = (j + l)/2,...,k)

for all integers n , then
k

f(z) = ^aflsinnpz,

f=0

where a0 , a,,..., ak G C.

3. Lemmas

In order to make the exposition as lucid as we can, we present many of the

details in the form of lemmas. But first we shall bring in some further notations.

The function

(2m + 1)! A (m\      I     , ,2^+1
(cot7tz)«3..» ^:-^^E(;)

22"'+](m[)2f-f0\PJ 2p+l

plays an important role in our work.  We find it convenient to introduce for

k = 0, I, ...  the functions

00 —2ninz

(3-2) <^)-<A'+,E(-l)"^-r,
„=i (2t^)
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oo     — 2%ivz

(3.3) Vt(z):=i*+I£7r-rF
„=i (2nv)

defined wherever the series converge. Obviously,

(3.4) o;(z)=<D,_,(z),        %(z) = Vk_x(z)

wherever they are differentiable. Furthermore, it is known that [12, pp. 226-

227]

(3.5) 2Imy2,(x) = -^^   forxeR,
(2/0!

i i

and

(3-7) *a(0) = Vlk{\) =^d- 2~2k+i),2)     2(2k)\

where B2k(-) and Blk have already been defined in §1.

Lemma 1. The meromorphic function Km can be represented in terms of the

functions <p and Pm introduced in (1.7) and (1.8), respectively. To be explicit,

we have

(3.8) KJz) = { + PJ<p{z))

and also

(3.9) KJz) = -{-PJf{-z)).

Proof. In fact, for z ^ nn  (n = 0, ±1,... ),

„   .   .       (2m+l)\    r,a*"n     t2.,n,t
K,„(z) = -^—¡--î I (I - ' )   at,

22"'+1(m!)27o

as is seen by applying the binomial theorem under the integral sign and inte-

grating term by term. Noting that -icoXnz = 1 - 2<p(z), we obtain

r-icol7t: ¡-\ ¡-\-2<p(z)

[ (l-t2)"'dt=   /   (\-t2)"'dt+   / (l-t2)'"dt.
Jo Jo J\

The first integral on the right-hand side is equal to 2 m(m\) /(2m+l)\, whereas

the second one may be written as

f\-2<p(z) r<p(z)
I i\       „-V" j. ,,2/n+l    / m,. .in j
/ (I -1 )   dt =-2        I       u  (l-u)   du.

J\ Jo

Hence (3.8) holds. The representation (3.9) follows since Km is an odd function

of z.   D

The relevance of the function K    is clearly demonstrated by the next lemma.
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Lemma 2. Let n be any integer and let f be holomorphic in a neighborhood of

n. Then
m

(3-10) ECm,2/2",(") = 27r'ReS(^(Z)-/(Z))z=„-
ß=0

Proof. In view of the periodicity of Km it is enough to prove the statement for

n = 0. Since K    has a Laurent series development of the form

KJz)=  E V2,-,z (0<|z|<l),
H=-m

we readily obtain
m        .

(3.11) Kes(KJz).f(z))z=0 = J2^bm_2fi_xf{2ft)(0).

Now if we set
m

QJx): = 2niJ2r2¡rybm_2M_xx2M,

then it will be enough to show that QJx) = QJx).

Applying (3.11) to f(z) = e'2njz, we obtain

(3.12) Res(KJz).e'2njz)2=0 = QJi2nj).

On the other hand,

(3.13) Rcs(KJz).ei2*Jz)z=0 = ¿ j^KJz)ei2njz dz,

where T is the positively oriented boundary of the rectangle with vertices at

±5 ± iT (T > 0). Since the integrand in (3.13) has period 1, the contribu-

tions coming from the two vertical sides of T cancel. Furthermore, using the

representation (3.8) for KJz) in the lower half-plane, and (3.9) in the upper

half-plane, we find that the contributions coming from the horizontal parts of

T tend to zero as T —> +oo provided ;'6{±1,..., ±m}. Hence, (3.12) and

(3.13) yield that

QJi2nJ) = 0   for; = ±l,...,±m

and consequently

(3-M) 2nifm)' Qm(x)^(2*)2mW)2Qm(X)-
inwm,-2m-\

From the definition of ÀL we find that
m

(2m)!

^,-2m-.       ,(2Je)2M+I(w!)2,

and so (3.14) reduces to  QJx) = QJx), which completes the proof of
Lemma 2.   □

As stated, Theorem C deals with E0[M, N ; f] only, but it is possible to

deduce from (2.2) a representation for EJM, N;f\. In fact, there is a

very simple relationship between EJM, N ; f] and EQ[M, N; f] and also
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between EJM - j , N - j ; f] and E0[M - ¿, N - j ; /]. To be precise, we
have

Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorems  I  and 2, respectively, and in

the notations of (1.1), (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) we have

EJM - I, TV - I; f] = E0[M - \, N - \; /J
m

A2n-\), [,        A2fi-\)-EW^V-í)-/^''^-^},
^=\

EJM, N;f} = EQ[M, N; /J - Ecm,2,{/ W " /"    'WJ-
m=i

Proo/ We have

//v-i/z   "• " — '

Ecm,2,/( w^-E4(")
-•'-1/2  ^=o «=M

f   fN-l/2 N-\ \ m /-TV—1/2

= /     /w^-E4w }+XX.w     /"W*
m

^^tM-^/V-Ij/í + ^c^^í/^-"^-!)-/^-1'^-!)},

ß=\

which proves the first of the two identities. The second is proved in the same

way.   D

The next three lemmas will be useful in our study of the integrals appearing

on the right-hand sides of (2.1) and (2.2).

Lemma 4. Let f be holomorphic and of exponential type less than 2n(m + 1)

in the right half-plane such that f(x) —> 0 as x —> +oo. Then with Pm as in

(1.8),

lim    [+X Pm f—^) {f(N + X + it) -f(N + X- it)} dt = 0

uniformly for X G [{-, f ].

Proof. Since f(x) —► 0 as x —► +oo , the function / is bounded on the positive

real axis and so [1, Theorem 6.2.3]

(3.15) \f(x + it)\<ce°W,        0<x<+oo,  tGR,

for some c > 0 and some a < 2n(m + 1). Thus, taking (1.8) into account,

there exists for given e > 0 an co > 0 such that

H Pm(—^¡]{f(N + X + it)-f(N + X-it)}dt
Jai \ 1 + e    J

e
<2
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whenever N+X > 0. Furthermore, by a theorem of Montel [1, Theorem 1.4.9],

f(x + it) tends to zero as x —► +oo uniformly for t g [-co, co] . Hence there

exists an N0 > 0 such that

\J™Pm(y-^yf(N + X + it)-f(N + X-it)}dt <

for all N > N0 and X G [j, §]. With this, the proof of our assertion is com-

plete.   D

Lemma 5. Let L be the straight line segment joining the points ±iT and let

g : L —> C be k times continuously differentiable. Then

ípAT+h^){m-8{-mdt

(3.16)

= i^Oj(-iT){g[J-l,(iT) + (-l)V  "(-IT)}

7 = 1

[fr/2]    D

+ E7y^(1-2"7+1)^"1,(0)

7 = 1
-T

(2;)!

+ / <i>k(-it){g{k)(it)-(-l)kg(k)(-it)}dt
Jo

and

[P«(\-^r) {8{it)-8i-it)}dt

(3.17)

■■i^ji-im«0   \iT) + (-l)Jgu  u(-iT)}

7 = 1

lk/2]   R

jfx (2j)\g [ ]

+ f Vk(-it){g(k)(it) - (-\)kg{k\-it))dt.
Jo

Proof. Noting that for / > 0

and

l-ez

the results follow by repeated integration by parts, using (3.4)-(3.7).   D
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Lemma 6. Let g : [A, B] —► C be k times continuously differentiable; then in

the notations of (1.7), (1.8) and (3.3) we have

j  P0((p(±u-iT))g(u)du

k

= I£(:Fir,'{4',(±5 - iT)g[J-{)(B) - Vj(±A - iT)g{J-{)(A)}

7=1

-i(±l)k j   *¥k{±u-iT)g(k\u)du.
Jai a

Proof. Since

P0(<p(u)) = -W0(u),

the result follows by repeated integration by parts, using the second formula of

(3.4).    D

We also need the following lemma about functions holomorphic and of ex-

ponential type in a strip.

Lemma 7. // / is holomorphic and of exponential type less than x in the strip

S[a, b] defined in (2.14), then all the derivatives of f are of exponential type

less than x in S[a + ô, b - S] for every ô G (0, (b - a)¡2).

Proof. The result follows from the formula

taking as y the positively oriented circle with center at z and radius S .   D

4. Proofs of the results stated in §2

Proof of Theorem 1. Let T be the positively oriented boundary of 31 x . Then
by the residue theorem and Lemma 2 we have

(4.1) £/*(«) = / KJz)f(z)dz.
n=M Jr

If r, denotes the part of T lying in the closed upper half-plane and T2 the
rest, then using (3.8) for z gT2 and (3.9) for z e T, we obtain

jKJz)f(z)dz= -l-j f(z)dz- I PJ<p(-z))-f(z)dz

+ l-f f(z)dz + j PJ<p(z))-f(z)dz.

But by Cauchy's theorem,

r pN-l/2 r

-      f(z)dz= / f(x)dx= /   f(z)dz,
Jr. Jm-\/2 Jr,
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and so

[ KJz)f(z)dz = [ f(x)dx- f PJ<p(-z))f(z)dz
Jv Jm-\¡2 Jrt

+ 1 PJ(p(z))f(z)dz.

Now, on splitting Yx, Y2 into their horizontal and vertical parts and combining

the terms appropriately, we easily arrive via (4.1) at formula (2.1).   D

Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to prove (2.3) for a — -\ , b - N -\, h = 1

and apply the result to f(a + h(x + j)). Furthermore, given e > 0, using the

approximation theorem of Weierstrass, we find a polynomial p such that

max        \fJ\x)-pU)(x)\ <e
-l/2<x<N-\/2W      V    ' ' ~

for j = 0, ... , 2k. Hence we may assume / to be holomorphic in

{zeC:-^<Rez</V-i,|Imz|<r},        T>0.

Applying Theorem 1 with M — 0 and m = 0, we obtain for T —► 0

f f(x)dx-J2f(n) = - [ {P0(<p(u)) + P0(<p(-u))}f(u)du.
J-l/2 „=0 J-l/2

By Lemma 6 with k replaced by 2k , the right-hand side is equal to

2k
TV-1/2

(7-1),
-i£{(-l)'¥/K) + 'F,(-«)}/'  "(a)

7=1

-TV—1/2

■1/2

+ if        {*¥2k(u) + V2k(-u)}fk\u)du.
J-l/2-1/2

With the help of (3.5) and (3.7) we get

EQ[-{,N-\;f]

(4 2) = E (^y(l - 2-y+,){/2'--'\N - i) - /(2j-"(-i)}

-TV—1/Lr*m«-
This can be used to obtain a representation for EJ-j , N — j ; /], since by

Lemma 3

m

(4.3) =£o[-l,Ar-^;/] + ^Cm2/i{yV0[-|,^-I;/(^]

-/(2"-"(yv-!) + /(2"-"(-i)}.
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Applying (4.2) to /(      with k replaced by k - p , we obtain

E0[-k,N-\;fm]-f^\N-\) + j{2^\-\)

= Eáfe(i-2-v+,){/*,+v-V-i)-/,^/-,)(-i)}
7=0 ^   '''

+r12 fk\x)B2k-2¿x) dx
+ J_x/2    J      {X)(2k-2p)\dX

-1/2

= £ 7^2ffjy(1 - 2~2^){fJ-\N - I) - /^-"(-i)}

^-'/2  r<2*>,     ^M

.1/2        l \2k-2py.

/¡\ — 1 / z

/

-1/2

+ /       /wWt^S^-

and so

(4.4)

E^i^oH . * - 2- ; /wi - / * ~1\n - i) + /*-Vi)>

= ¿{/^-V-i)-/2y-,)(-^)}
7=1

min{w,/}      d

x   y-       ^ (i_2-

p=\

'27-2/i     n _9-2;+2/i+K
(2;-2//)!1 j m^

+

Adding each side of (4.4) to the corresponding side of (4.2) and taking note of

(4.3), we obtain

EJ-\,N-\;f]

= £{7(2^V-^)-/(2j-',H)}
7 = 1

min{m./}      n

y* °2j-2n     n       2-2y + 2^+l

¿J     (27-2/J)!(1 )C-^

+ f /"(2A,(x)Vc        *2*-2„W ¿X
+ y_i/2    '      W¿¿C"'*«(2*-2,i)!í,X'

which is equivalent to (2.3).   D

The proof of Theorem 3 is analogous to that of Theorem 2, and so we omit

it.
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Proof of Corollary 1. Using (3.5) and (1.1), we find that

(4-5) M,,m(x) = (-ir'2E   ^ßm(<2-).
o=m+\   (2^)

Starting now with

R2,k,m,Nin=h2k ¡y2k\X)Mkm(^) dx,

two integrations by parts yield

°2,k,m,NlJi

From (4.5) we readily see that

l^,wWI<l^,w(0)l

for all x G R and k > m . Hence, the term in curled brackets on the right-hand

side of (4.6) does not change sign. Therefore, applying the mean value theorem

for integrals,

R2,k,m,Nm = -h2k+2/2k+2\Z) £ {m,+ 1, m(0) - Mk+Um (^) } dx

= (a-b)h2k+2/2k+2\c;)Mk+]J0).

This is (2.6).
Using (2.26), we obtain the estimate

2 °° 1

|Ma + 1''"(0)I - (ml)2 ■ (2n)2k+2 ¿+x^^ -

Furthermore,

A      i i r     i
Z_/     ll2k+2-2m   -  /       ,   ,s2k+2-2m +  /      ,      2k+2-2m ÜX

„__,. i ^ (AM + 1) ^m+1 X

2ac + 2 - AM

2ac + 1 - 2am (m + i\2fc+2-2m •

This shows how (2.7) follows from (2.6).   G

Proof of Theorem 4. The existence of the limit in (2.8) implies [1, Theorem

11.3.4*] that f(x) —> 0 as x -» +00, and so (3.15) holds for some c > 0
and some a < 2n(m + I). Further, from (1.7) and (1.8) it follows that

\PJtp(u-iT))\ and \PJ<p(-u - iT))\ behave like

(2am+1)!     -2ir(m+l)7- ^
7-rv,—;e asi-^+oo.
(am + 1)!am!
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Hence, Theorem 1 applied to f(- + X) gives

n=I

/•TV—1/2 /-+00 / i \

(4-7) =/ f(x + X)dx-i Pm   —-^
^1/2 ./o V1 +e    /

x {/(# - i + A + i7) - f(N - \ + X - it)

-f(i+X + it) + f(i+X-it)}dt.
Now the desired result follows from Lemma 4.   □

/■A'-

lim    /
N->+ooJx,2

Fj\i

Proof of Theorem 5. Starting with (4.7) for X = 0 and using Lemma 4, we can

conclude this time that
"A-1/2

f(x) dx
1/2

exists for N G N. This and the fact that f(x) -* 0 as x —» +00 imply the

existence of (2.8).   D

Proof of Corollary 2. Let g(z):= f '(z + 1). Then by Lemma 7, g is holo-
morphic and of exponential type less than 2n in the right half-plane. If f(x)

tends to a limit as x —> +00, then
•+00

g(x)¿x
'1/2

exists in the sense of Cauchy. Hence, applying Theorem 4 with am = 0 and

/ replaced by g, we obtain the uniform convergence of (1.3). Conversely, if

(1.3) converges uniformly, then g(x) —► 0 as x —» +00, and the desired result

follows from Theorem 5.   G

Proof of Corollary 4. The first statement follows by applying Corollary 3 to

the function f(z) + f(-z). For the proof of (2.13) we may use Theorem 1

directly with M = -N + 1 . Letting first T —> +00 and then N —» +00, the

result follows by taking into account (1.8), Lemma 4 and the estimate (3.15)

for f(z) + f(-z).    D

Proof of Theorem 6. It is enough to prove the theorem for a = -j , b = N - \ ,

h = 1 . Let us first consider the case am = 0. Applying Theorem 1 with M = 0

and expressing the integrals on the right-hand side of (2.1) with the help of

Lemmas 5 and 6 and with k replaced by 2ac , we find

/TV—1/2 n-\
f(x)dx-J2f(")

-!/2 „=0

2k

= /X^(-'T){/0_1,(/V - I + iT) + (-l)Jf{J-l)(N - i - |T)

7=1

-f-]\-L2 + lT)-(-iy/j-]\-i-lT)}

+ E 7?&0 - 2-2j+1){/(2-V - I) - f(2]-v\-{)}
,=i \ ■>>■ (continues)
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(continued)

+ [T<t>J-it){f{2k)(N-{ + it)-/2k)(N-\ - it)
Jo

-fk)(-{ + it) + f{2k)(-{-it)}dt

ik

- iY^i-rfVVjW - 1 - iT)-fU~V)(N - I - iT)
7=1

-47-±-iT)./0-1)(-2--*T}

/A-1/2 ¥2/t(a-iT)/2fe)(a-i7Va
-1/2

2k

- i £{T (-/V + i - iT)fJ-l)(N - I + iT)

7=1

-^.(i-/T)/y-1)H + iT)}

+ i / V2k(-U - T)/(2A)(" + iT)di
J-l/2•1/2

k    B

E(i|(l-2"2y+,){/(2j-,,(^-2)-/<2;"1)(4)}
7=1

•/V-l/2

+ i7        {^(a-iT)/2A:)(a-iT)
J-l/2■1/2

r(2A-)+ H*   (-a - iT)f   '(u + iT)} du
« 7*

+ / ou(-aï){/(2AV-W/o-/(2A)(;v-Wo'2A-V     "A7 W        2 ^ "/       J ^*        2

f<2A'>f    i _l ,-m i  /<2*),

since 9j(-iT) = Vj(-N+{-iT) = ^(/V-i-zT) = Vj^-iT) = Vj(-±-iT).

Applying this to f~M) with k replaced by k - p , we obtain

£o[-2^-^;/(2/,)]

= £ whv - 2-2^){f^\N -1) - /(2"+2-"(4)}, (27)!

• N-l/

-1/2

+ '/        {^2,_2 Au-iT)fk)(u-iT)
J-l/2

A2k).
+ V2k_2fi(-u-iT)f^'(u + iT)}du

+ [ <I>2*-2A(-'0{/U)(^ - \ + it) - f{2k\N - i - it)

-f2k\-L2 + it) + f2k\-l-it)}dt.
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Hence, by (4.3),

-A-l/2 N-l

EJ-h,N-2-,f]=l f(x)dx-J2fJn)
7-1/2 n=0

= E0[-i,N-{;f]

+ i:cm,2JE0[-i,N-i2-,fW}-f^-\N-l2) + f^\-l2)}

lk-M   ¡

E-
ft=0

m, 2/i E^1-2'^1)^^"1^-*)-/^-1^)}
7=1

+ ' [N   ' {V2k_2li(u-iT)/2k)(u-iT)
7-1/2

(2k)

+
Jo

+ x¥2k_2tl(-u-iT)f"'(u + iT)}du

À2kh\T        1 t<2kh\T     i
-2fl(-it){r'(N - i + a) - r>(N -1 - ¿o

-f(2k)(-{ + it) + fk\-\-u)}dt

k   min {»1,7}

Z_<     Z_/
7=1       fi=0

g2j-2A     M       «-27+2/i+K

"'(27-2/i)!11 j

x{/v-V-i)-/v_I)H)}

A'-1/2

+ I

-1/2
E^.2^-2,("-^)[/(2A)("-'T)
A=0

+ {ECm,2^2k-2M(-"-iT)}rk\u + iT)

n=o

dt

♦//{ix*^-«)}«/*(/v-i + io-/ "'(/v-i-io

/»>(-! + ,7)+ /*>'-!

A-

I
7=1

= £^l.27Î/(2'"1,(iV-î)-/(2^l)(-ï)} + C.(7,) + C2(7'),
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where
oo -litTv fN—l/2

CX(T) = (-1)A + 1   £   -^r—îk-Qm^nv) / {e'2-ufk\u - iT)
„=,„+, (2nv) J-i/2

2itivu A2k), .TU    ,
-e      f    (u + iT)}du

and

C2(T)= f Lx , Jt){fk)(N-\ + it)-fk)(N-\-it)
Jo       '  '

-fk)(-\ + it) + f(2k)(-\-it)}dt.

In view of Lemma 7, the function /( is of exponential type less than

27t(AM + 1) in S[-j, N - j]. Hence, CX(T) tends to a limit as T —► oo

and so does C2(T) ; in particular,

lim C,T) = 0.
T—>oo

Therefore, Theorem 6 holds.   D

The proof of Theorem 7 is completely analogous to that of Theorem 6, and

so we omit it.

Proof of Corollary 8. Under our assumptions, / (x) —> 0 as x -» ±oo (see[l,

Theorem 11.3.4*]) for all j > 0. Now the result follows by applying Corollary 4

with am = 0 to f, f", etc. The series (2.28) not only exists as a Cauchy

principal value but also converges in the usual sense, as is seen by using Corollary

3.    D

Proofs of Theorems 10 and 11. The assumptions of Theorem 10 imply that

(4.8) \f(x + iy)\ = o(x)   as x -»• +oo

uniformly for \y\ < y0, where y0 is any positive number. In fact, if (2.30)

holds, then setting

F(x)= f f(t)dt,
7l/2

we conclude that

\F(x) - nx\ = o(x)    as x —» +oo

for some constant r¡, and so Theorem 11.3.4* of [1] applied to

(F(z)-a,z)/(z+1)

gives

(4.9) |/(x)| = o(x)   asx^+oo.

Now we obtain (4.8) by using Theorems 6.2.3 and 1.4.9 of [1]. The estimate

(4.8) holds also in the situation of Theorem 11, since (4.9) is one of the as-

sumptions.
Applying Theorem 6.2.3 of [1] to /(z)/(l + z), we conclude from (4.8) that

(4.10) |/(x + /l)| <c|H-x + /l|e'T|'1    for 0 < x <+oo,  ígR,
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where c is a positive constant and a < 2n(m + 1). Using (4.8) and (4.10), and

arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4, we find that

lim   —
TV—+oo N

[+X Pm(—^¡){f(N + X + it)-f(N + X-it)}dt = 0
Jo \ 1 + e    /

uniformly for X G [j, f ]. With this, the proofs of Theorems 10 and 11 can be

completed analogously to those of Theorems 4 and 5.   n

Proof of Theorem 12. Let e > 0 and ô > 0 be given.   We can choose real

numbers yx, y2, ...  such that [5]

OO
TT sin y z

*(z): = II^rf-    wo) = i)
n=\      7"

represents an entire function of exponential type ô satisfying

y(x) = O ( exp [-—i—,— I       as x -> ±oo.
\   P[   (log\x\)l+e))

By standard techniques (see [1, Chapter 6]) it can be shown that this law of

decay holds in every strip parallel to the real line. Hence

V(z); = x(z + i)-x(2 + i)

is an entire function of exponential type 2ô which is positive on the real line

and

*¥{x) = O {exp I-2-!^-¡— I)    asx^ioo.
I      I     (log|x|),+V;

It is therefore possible to find an entire function *¥ which is positive on the real

line and t'-/ is of exponential type less than n(k+l) suchthat 4/(x)./(x) —> 0

as x —> ±oo. Now applying Corollary 4 to d(}¥(z) ■ f(z))/dz with am =

(k - l)/2 , we obtain

/ + 0O oo
mx)-f(x))'dx = cm2m J2 "W •/'(«)•

-°° » = -oo

Since cm 2m / 0 and t'(aî) > 0 for all n , we conclude that /( \n) — 0 for all

n gZ. Hence /(z) = 0 by Theorem D.   D

Proof of Theorem 13. Under our assumptions all derivatives of f(x) + f(-x)

tend to zero as x —» ±oo. Thus, setting am = (_/' — 1 )/2 and applying Corollary 4

to /" , we obtain

/ + oo oo

r\x)dx^cm2m e/(7+,)(«).0
i " m , ¿m

n = — oc

r(7+l)
¿..j¿.)  mai   J

Arguing in a similar way with y , where 2a < 2k — j + 1, we successively

find that the derivatives of / of even order j+l, ... ,2k vanish for all n G Z.

The conclusion then follows from Theorem E.    G

Since cm 2m # 0, it follows from (2.32) that f1   \n) = 0 for all n G Z.
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